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[13:g] sample id,sample name - a sample is an instance of a portion of a tumour being examined for mutations. the sample name can be derived from a number of sources. in many cases it originates from the cell line name. other sources include names assigned by the annotators, or
an incremented number assigned during an anonymisation process. a number of samples can be taken from a single tumour and a number of tumours can be obtained from one individual. a sample id is used to identify a sample within the cosmic database. there can be multiple ids,
if the same sample has been entered into the database multiple times from different papers. [1:a] sample id,sample name - a sample is an instance of a portion of a tumour being examined for mutations. the sample name can be derived from a number of sources. in many cases it

originates from the cell line name. other sources include names assigned by the annotators, or an incremented number assigned during an anonymisation process. a number of samples can be taken from a single tumour and a number of tumours can be obtained from one individual.
a sample id is used to identify a sample within the cosmic database. there can be multiple ids, if the same sample has been entered into the database multiple times from different papers. these samples are from the icgc and tcga. [1:a] sample name,sample id,tumour id - a sample is
an instance of a portion of a tumour being examined for mutations. the sample name can be derived from a number of sources. in many cases it originates from the cell line name. other sources include names assigned by the annotators, or an incremented number assigned during

an anonymisation process. a number of samples can be taken from a single tumour and a number of tumours can be obtained from one individual. a sample id is used to identify a sample within the cosmic database. there can be multiple ids, if the same sample has been entered into
the database multiple times from different papers.
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It is crucial that we maximise the time interval between when we decide which measurement to perform on each photon, says Friedman. This cannot be done at the level of the individual photons themselves, and to do so at the level of COSMIC, would risk including the same photon
in multiple experiments, with potentially fatal consequences for the validity of the measurements. So we need to go higher up. [1:A] Sample id,Sample name,Id tumour,Id Individual - A sample is an instance of a portion of a tumour being examined for mutations. The sample name can
be derived from a number of sources. In many cases it originates from the cell line name. Other sources include names assigned by the annotators, or an incremented number assigned during an anonymisation process. A number of samples can be taken from a single tumour and a

number of tumours can be obtained from one individual. A sample id is used to identify a sample within the COSMIC database. There can be multiple ids, if the same sample has been entered into the database multiple times from different papers. Friedman devised a way to maximise
the separation in time between what he called “confirmation” and “disconfirmation”. Rather than confirming an observation on the first particle, he then discarded the information recorded for the confirmation measurement on the second, and performed a different test instead on

that particle. Owen Dallas is the author of The Geography of Ecstasy, which for 25 years has been the leading guide to global youth culture. His books have been translated into 37 languages and his articles on the politics of cultural globalization have been published in leading
journals like the Nation and the New Left Review. With fifteen books published to date, The Geography of Ecstasy is an international bestseller. In addition to being a professor of Cultural Geography at Oxford University, he is a teacher, a campaigner and the creator of music festivals,

dance events and multimedia projects. 5ec8ef588b
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